CASE STUDY

EUROSTYLE since 1988 with Barreiros
What does it mean if a customer stays with you
for a long time?

Having a first mold done for this customer back
in the 80’s (1988) where the word “fast” meant
Telex and fax exchange, board models work , and
if there was a cnc, 1000 mm/min Feed was a
luxury, but as in life, a relation in permanent
positive evolution must be achieved. In this case
delivering solutions that meet new challenges.
As Tool Managers, Barreiros searches best in
class suppliers with specific know how according
projects dimension and complexity, from
planning to in site mold support.
Trust is definitely a turnkey to develop business
in nowadays complex scenarios, and we treasure
that value throughout our customers range.
“With Barreiros, some customer could lighten
their structure and entrust their follow-up
/tracking expenditures to Barreiros. We have
quick answers from Barreiros and exemplary
availability. We feel at home with Barreiros
honesty: a rigor and a serious follow-up,
according to company’s image. BARREIROS is a
company that strive above all to have partners
with the best quality with a competitive price
ready to the market.”- M. Gérard B. - Responsable

components. As our customers use to tell us, we
like to leave our projects, knowing that they are
in “good hands”!
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“First created in 1964, Eurostyle System
joined the GMD group in 2009. By developing
our renowned specialized expertise, we have
become a leading player in the automotive
and heavy goods vehicles sectors. We can
develop innovative solutions for you in the
fields of design, tools and the production of
plastic subassemblies.”

Bureaux d’Études (up to 2016) EUROSTYLE Systems
France

Hence, this two way commitment, allows us to
be market competitive without compromising
full technical add value, with particular
emphasize for multiple mould projects, specially
for interior automotive cockpit parts/
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